We have studied the Fano effect in a few-electron quantum dot side-coupled to a quantum wire. The conductance of the wire, which shows an ordinal staircase-like quantization without the dot, is modified through the interference (the Fano effect) and the charging effects.
Introduction
Electronic states of a quantum dot (QD) with only a few electrons resemble those of a single atom, in that they both reveal, e.g., shell structures and Hund's rule. [1] [2] [3] [4] Such "singleatom spectroscopy" of a QD is usually carried out by measuring the transmission coefficient, that is, the conductance through it. Such transmission measurement requires at least two connections to the wires. There are two kinetic degrees of freedom in a quantum wire (QW): the one along the wire with a continuum spectrum (longitudinal mode) and the other crossing the wire with a discrete spectrum (transverse mode). 5 In usual transmission experiments, the longitudinal mode couples to the modes in the dot. In order to realize a few-electron QD in socalled lateral type structures, one needs to make the dot size small enough. This size reduction usually suppresses the coupling either at the inlet or at the outlet of the QD, and makes the transmission measurement in the few-electron regime difficult. Though this difficulty is being overcome by recent advancement in gate design 6 and optimized confinement voltages combined with built-in charge detectors, [7] [8] [9] [10] it still largely limits controllability of physical parameters.
In the side-coupled geometry illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , [11] [12] [13] the QD should couple mainly with the transverse mode of the QW. The negative voltage applied to the plunger gate (see Fig.1(b) ) "pushes" the dot toward the wire, and the QD is readily tuned to the few-electron regime, still keeping a finite coupling to the wire.
It is noteworthy that the net current via the side-coupled QD is zero. Nevertheless, the effect of the QD appears in the conductance of the QW indirectly through two effects: the interference effect and the potential modulation effect. The former arises from the interference between the path directly passing through the QW and the path having a bounce to the QD. [11] [12] [13] Around a resonant energy ǫ 0 , the complex transmission probability t(ǫ) through the QD for a conduction channel with energy ǫ exhibits the Breit-Winger form: 14
where γ is the width of the resonance. It is apparent from Eq. (1) that the phase shift through the QD varies by π when ǫ crosses ǫ 0 . But in the reflection path, the electron goes through the QD twice during a single scattering event, which results in the phase shift ∆θ = 2arg(t(ǫ)). Such resonant transmission with the interference is generally described by the Fano formula: 15-18
where the transmission probability F is expressed as a function of normalized energy E = (ǫ − ǫ 0 )/γ and the Fano parameter q. In the case of the side-coupled QD with an ideal singlepoint contact, q should be zero as long as we ignore the two-dimensionality of the dot. In reality, the contact may have finite widths and the QD may have two-dimensional structures, which allows q to be non-zero.
In the side-coupled structure, the QD and the QW are so close that the electrostatic potential of the QD affects the QW. The change of the electron number in the dot from N to N ± 1 results in a rapid change of the potential, thereby the conductance through the QW also changes abruptly. [7] [8] [9] [10] 19 This effect is particularly enhanced when the gate voltage of the QW is tuned around a transition region, where the conductance is most sensitive to the surrounding potential.
In this article, we present an experimental study on the transport through a QW with a side-coupled QD in the few-electron regime. We demonstrate, from the observed charging and interference effects, that N is indeed reduced to zero. The "addition energy spectrum" shows the shell structure due to two-dimensional harmonic potential, indicating that the confinement potential possesses highly circular symmetry. On the first plateau of the conductance quantization of the QW, we find that the Fano parameter rapidly changes its sign with the change of the wire gate voltage. We present simple models to explain this observation. The models take a finite width of the dot-wire contact into account, and reasonably reproduce our experimental results. 
Experiment
The side-coupled system used in the present experiment was made from an AlGaAs/GaAs heterointerface buried 60 nm below the surface. The dot and the wire were defined by Ti/Au metallic gates. The gate configuration is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Though this sample was designed to have two QDs in parallel, only the left dot in the figure was used in the present study. The electrostatic potential of the dot was controlled by the plunger gate voltage V p , and the wire width was controlled by the wire gate voltage V w .
The sample was cooled to 30 mK by a dilution refrigerator. The wire conductance was measured by a standard lock-in technique with the frequency of 80 Hz.
Results and discussion

Addition energy spectrum
As is well-known, the conductance of a perfect QW is quantized with the conductance quantum e 2 /h. The conductance is simply written as 2e 2 M/h, where M is the number of conducting channels and the factor 2 comes from the spin degeneracy. The wire gate voltage V w controls M . Consequently, a staircase-like conductance lineshape is seen as a function of V w . 5 The effects of the QD are superposed on this staircase conductance as perturbations.
In order to extract the effects of the QD, we adopt the following procedure. The perturbations by the QD should be driven by V p , while it should affect the wire conductance only slightly thanks to the longer distance between the dot plunger gate and the wire ( Fig.1(b) ).
Hence the conductance lineshape as a function of the plunger gate voltage G(V p ) at a fixed value of V w contains the perturbations by the QD as rapidly varying components. On the other hand, the primary component should be immune to V p and the direct electric field effect should cause a slow modulation on it. We subtracted the latter two by fitting a slowly varying function to G(V p ) and obtained the residual perturbation term ∆G(V p ). Repeating this procedure for different values of V w , we obtained the shift of the conductance ∆G due to the interference and charging perturbations. ∆G as a function of V p and V w is shown in The energy spectrum of the QD appears in the distances between the peaks. The energy required to add one electron to the QD ("addition energy") is mainly the sum of the singleelectron charging energy and the kinetic (orbital) energy. Here, we ignore the correlation or other many-body effects and apply a simplest "constant capacitance" approximation to the interaction between electrons, in which the addition of one electron is described by the constant energy gain of E c (electrostatic charging energy ). 4 We also assume that the gate voltage V p just linearly shifts the electrostatic potential of the dot. Under a resonant condition, the electrochemical potentials in the dot and wire are balanced. Then the energy shift required to reach the next resonant level is the sum of the energy difference in the single-electron orbital energy ∆ǫ orb and the charging energy E c . ∆ǫ orb is zero when the next electron occupies an orbital state degenerate to the previous one. Hence, in this approximation, the smallest distance corresponds to the pure electrostatic charging energy and the enhancement from the value gives ∆ǫ orb . Figure 4 estimation of the addition energy with high reliability. Therefore, we only discuss the relative amplitudes of the addition energy here. In Fig. 4 , apparent peaks appear at N = 2 and 6, at which the system is more stable than the neighboring ones. These numbers correspond to the first two shells of the two-dimensional symmetric harmonic oscillator (i.e., n(n + 1)
for n = 1, 2). For the stable shell at N = 6 to be formed, the potential profile should be harmonic, and that the potential should be isotropic (circular). When N exceeds 10, the constant capacitance model apparently breaks down, and monotonic decrease in the peak distance is observed.
At present we do not have a clear interpretation to the relative heights of the peaks in the addition energy, which are more prominent for lower |V w |, i.e., higher wire conductance.
One possible interpretation is that the narrowing of the wire distorts the circular shape of the potential into an elliptic one. The effect of electrostatic potential of V w on the dot potential is observed in the oblique angle of the Fano duotone lines in Fig. 2 . However, this process only breaks the degeneracy of orbital levels by unequal enhancement, 20, 21 hence this effect does not solely explain the lowering of the peak at N = 2, which originates from the Kramers degeneracy. Another possibility is the effect of the transverse modes in the wire. In a real system, only the transverse modes can penetrate into the dot and the coupling between the transverse modes and the orbitals in the dot should cause the lifting of the level degeneracy.
At a plateau of conductance 2M e 2 /h, the M th mode mainly couples to the dot because of the highest transverse energy. This level mixing effect may have nontrivial dependence on V w due to the difference in the spatial configurations of the confinement potentials and may result in the observed dependence of the prominence on V w . 
Fano lineshape on the first plateau
In this subsection, we focus on the Fano lineshapes on the first conductance plateau (M = 1), where the interference effect dominates the lineshape. Because we are observing the Fano effect in the longitudinal transport, there should occur transverse-longitudinal mixing at the dot-wire contact point. The mixing at a single point is naturally described by a single Smatrix. Then the Fano parameter q is zero. The fact is that, as clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3 , the lineshapes reveal non-zero q, indicating some "spatial structures" at the connecting point.
In Fig. 3 , the sign of q changes upon a small change of V w . This is also seen from Fig. 5 , in which the duotone lines are twisted around the midway of the M = 1 plateau. Because V w varies the longitudinal wave vector on the conductance plateaus, this observation manifests that the dot-wire connecting point must have a finite width as we explain below.
A model for the coupling between the QW and the QD
The above-mentioned behavior is reproduced by simple theoretical models, in which a finite width of the contact along the QW is taken into account. The simplest among them may be the triangular circuit model illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . Within the framework of scattering formalism, three-leg S-matrix may be chosen as 22 for the two vertices to keep the unitarity. Here, we take a to be a real number, which determines the direct reflection coefficient. The S-matrix for a two-leg vertex is generally expressed as
where φ determines the reflection coefficient and β corresponds to the phase shift. When the reflection coefficient is large, this matrix works as a "barrier" for electrons. For β = π/2 on the other hand, there is no reflection and the matrix works simply as a "phase shifter". In an electron waveguide, β is the product of the wave vector k and the length L. Hence a QD can be expressed as a phase shifter (waveguide) sandwiched by two barriers if the charging energy is ignored. The gate voltage V p varies k in the dot and causes resonances. In the model illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , the QD is approximated as above and the QW can be expressed as a phase shifter, in which the phase shift d monotonically depends on the gate V w . Another model can be considered within the tight-binding approximation. An example is illustrated in Fig. 7 , in which the total Hamiltonian H is given as
where H α is the Hamiltonian for leads (α = L, R referring to the left and right leads), H T for the coupling to the leads, and H ∇ for the ∇-shaped central part. The QW part is expressed as a finite chain of n sites. Each site has a same energy ǫ w , and the neighboring sites are connected with a coupling constant t. The QD is expressed as a localized site with an energy 9/11 ǫ d . The QD site couples to the ith site with an energy τ i . Hence H ∇ is written as
Calculation of the transmission probability based on this model is straightforward. 22 The results are shown in Fig. 7(b) as a function of ǫ d for several ǫ w (in unit of t). As expected, the results reproduce rapid change in q with a small change in ǫ w . In this model, the sign-inversion of q occurs at the band of the wire. In other words, the dips and peaks trace "anticrossing- In summary, we have studied the Fano effect in a quantum dot side-coupled to a quantum wire. In particular, the dot was tuned to the few-electron regime, and the N = 0 state has been identified both from the charge detection and disappearance of the Fano lineshape. The addition energy spectrum shows a clear shell structure, indicating that the electron confinement potential is circular and symmetric. A rapid sign inversion of the Fano parameter on the first conductance plateau has been observed, and explained by introducing a finite width of the dot-wire contact.
